PRESENTATIONS & ACTIVITIES FOR SCHOOLS

We have a varied program of engaging presentations, events and activities
for all levels of schooling which can link with community groups,
organisations and businesses.

PRESENTATION FOR EARLY LEARNING
Duration: 60 minutes can be adjusted for special needs or schedules.
Equipment Required: Either projector/screen/PA OR IWB OR Large TV Screen
with HDMI input (and microphone if more than 50 students).
Our highly engaging and interactive session educates and informs students
about the plastic pollution issue, its impact on our environment and human
health. It emphasises the importance of reducing our use of disposable
plastic as well as litter control. Our PowerPoint presentation employs the
three learning styles; Audio, Visual & Kinesthetic. We encourage verbal
repetition and include a “song, dance and action” to Jack Johnson’s
popular children’s song, Reduce, Re-use Recycle. Our presentation will help
your service meet Quality Area 3.3 of the National Quality Standard:
“embedding sustainable practices into your everyday program and
operations”. It will help children to meet the Early Learning Years outcome 2,
“allowing children to become socially responsible and show respect for the
environment.”

Plastic Pollution Solutions has carried out over 500 events in schools
and communities in NSW, ACT, Qld, Victoria and abroad for over 5
years.
"Anthony’s presentation for schools is ultra-informative and full of great
insights into human behaviour and our eﬀect on the ocean environment. His
quest to inform students of the problem with plastic is well researched and
supported by excellent photographs and stories about the environment. His
interaction with students and great presentation skill really makes learning
fun for all.”
LeAnn Hanson, (BTeach, M Education)
“Anthony’s presentation for the 2-5 year old Preschool group was amazing.
He delivered a visual and hands on presentation, very much on the children’s
level of learning and had the children’s interest for the entire
presentation!!!!”
Margy Reed - Ulladulla Childrens Centre
"The content of your presentation was very informative and entertaining! It
was great to see how you kept such a large group of three, four and ﬁve year
olds so engaged throughout. I was most impressed when, the following day,
children shared information they had learnt from the presentation while
playing with a collection of sea creatures in our room. This demonstrated
that children were transferring their knowledge from one situation to
another. I am conﬁdent that this presentation will have a positive impact on
our preschool community."
Alison Bowe - Bomaderry Community Preschool
More references and full versions can be found here on our website.
For Further Enquiries Contact:
Anthony Hill
www.plasticpollutionsolutions.com.au
Email: anthonydkhill@me.com
Ph: 0403 755 803
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